Abstract-As a result of increasing data volume and velocity, Big Data science at exascale has shifted towards the in-situ paradigm, where large scale simulations run concurrently alongside data analytics. With in-situ, data generated from simulations can be processed while still in memory, thereby avoiding the slow storage bottleneck. However, running simulations and analytics together on shared resources will likely result in substantial contention if left unmanaged, as demonstrated in this work, leading to much reduced efficiency of simulations and analytics. Recently, virtualization technologies such as Linux containers have been widely applied to data centers and physical clusters to provide highly efficient and elastic resource provisioning for consolidated workloads including scientific simulations and data analytics. In this paper, we investigate to facilitate network traffic manipulation and reduce mutual interference on the network for in-situ applications in virtual clusters. In order to dynamically allocate the network bandwidth when it is needed, we adopt SARIMA-based techniques to analyze and predict MPI traffic issued from simulations. Although this can be an effective technique, the na€ ıve usage of network virtualization can lead to performance degradation for bursty asynchronous transmissions within an MPI job. We analyze and resolve this performance degradation in virtual clusters.
INTRODUCTION
W ITH the increasing fidelity and resolution enabled by advances in high-performance computing systems, large-scale scientific simulations are storing greater and greater amounts of data. The resulting data sets allow scientists to capture physical phenomena that could not be captured in the past, but they must be stored, visualized, and analyzed to allow this new knowledge to be extracted. Nevertheless, it is widely acknowledged that the existing speed gap between compute and I/O will continue to widen in the near future [58] . To mitigate this increasing I/O bottleneck and allow science to be done more efficiently, in-situ data processing, in which data analytics is executed alongside simulation on the same core in a time-sharing fashion or on separate cores on the same node, is becoming a key enabler for petascale and exascale sciences. In-situ techniques allow data to be processed by analytics while still in memory, without being migrated to the storage system. However, a key challenge of performing analytics in-situ is that the analysis routines can potentially interfere with the simulations on shared resources such as network. In particular, we observed that simulation codes and analysis codes frequently execute their own communication operations via MPI standard [22] , each oblivious to the existence of the other. The low level network I/O requests issued by MPI are processed in the Linux network layer and transmitted by a shared network interface. If contention is not managed properly, the performance of both simulation and analytics can be significantly impaired.
Recently, virtualization technologies such as Linux containers have been widely applied to data centers and physical clusters to provide highly efficient and elastic computing resource provisioning [62] , [71] . Network virtualization [45] technologies such as vSwitch have become the primary provider of network services for consolidated workloads. VSwitch enables a physical network to transport IP tunneled packets between virtual machines and containers, and throttles the ingress or egress rates of attached virtual network interfaces (vNIC) using standard Linux packet scheduling strategies, such as hierarchy token bucket and work-conserving scheduling strategies. With these virtual functionalities, virtual entities (e.g., Linux containers, vNIC and vSwitches) have become a promising infrastructure to improve resource provisioning for MPI-based HPC applications. As evidenced by recent studies, virtual clusters, constructed by virtual entities, are becoming an alternative to typical medium-or large-scale clusters maintained by academia, research, or business organizations [49] , [55] . Public cloud providers, such as Amazon AWS [1] and Microsoft Azure [2] , also enable users to create virtual networks within a reserved virtual cluster. The benefits of using virtual networks include network isolation, security, customizing network protocol stack, etc. With virtual clusters, we can isolate and provision the computing resources (CPU and memory) to in-situ MPI execution entities, e.g., simulation and analytics. However, the shared network resources are still competed by the two entities, whose runtime details are hidden by its host virtual clusters. Moreover, generic work-conserving scheduling strategies can be ineffective in allocating network resources to virtual clusters in a high-speed network, e.g., 40 GbE. This is due to the assumption that each scheduler queue should have backlogged packets for enforcing schedule policies at any time interval [34] is not valid. In a system with a high-speed NIC, packets are not backlogged at Linux network stack layers, but instantly transmitted to remote physical switches [38] . Consequently, the work-conserving schedulers at Linux kernel layer have not sufficient packets to enforce scheduling policies. To overcome these obstacles, we investigate how to manage the network resource contention by learning and predicting the data movement behaviors of isolated simulations on virtual clusters.
In this paper, we first propose a middleware system, IOPredictor. It manages the data movement contention of insitu executions, by identifying the communication characteristics of simulations, using statistical modeling to predict the communication phases (seasonality) of simulations, and dynamically controlling the bandwidth allocated to simulation and analytics on virtual clusters. As compared to a best effort scenario where the coupled analytics competes freely with the simulation, we show that our proposed IOPredictor improves the total simulation speed by up to 50 percent. In addition, our solution can boost the performance for both simulation and analytics compared with a simplistic scheme where a fixed share of network resource is allocated in advance.
Some efforts have been focused on developing solutions to improve the resource efficiency of in-situ analytics without perturbing concurrent simulations on a baremetal HPC cluster. For instance, Goldrush [79] harvests idle resources, e.g., CPU and memory, to efficiently run in-situ data analytics. It uses fine-grained scheduling to steal idle CPU resources while minimizing the interference between simulation and in-situ analytics. IOPredictor is to understand the impact of network contention on application performance, and investigate mechanisms that can be used in a virtualized environment to mitigate any negative impact of in-situ analytics. Omnisc'IO [27] predicts fine-grained I/O behaviors of HPC applications for scheduling. System-wise, Omnisc'IO is integrated into MPI I/O for the purpose of intercepting and analyzing the runtime information of HPC applications. In contrast, IOPredictor is a coarse-grained predictor and interposed between virtualization and host OS. It does not rely on knowing the I/O operation details of HPC applications or other program runtime information.
Second, we discover that workloads in a virtualized environment are often consolidated to be processed in an oversubscription mode. E.g., the number of processes initiated on a node is greater than the number of CPU cores, in order to achieve higher resource utilization [40] , [43] , [75] . The communication phases in scientific simulations and analytics are characterized by MPI-based bursty asynchronous transmissions (BAT), and its performance can degrade significantly in the over subscription mode. The overall throughput can be reduced by 3 to 4 times (Fig. 10) . Interrupt-based functions are often adopted to process I/O events asynchronously. A key challenge is that they are not efficient to handle I/O requests on virtual clusters where physical cores are virtualized and MPI is masked by containers or hypervisors. To address this problem, we develop a crosslayer system to monitor CPU resource virtualization and mitigate the performance degradation by adjusting the internal mechanism of MPI-based BAT.
The contributions of this paper are as follows:
We identify the problem of network interference between simulations and analytics, and exploit the seasonality of simulations to solve the problem. In particular, we adopt seasonal auto-regressive integrated moving average (SARIMA) based techniques to statistically model and predict the communication phases of simulations. This statistical method enables users to discover the latent iterative data movement patterns without probing into the source code and knowing the programming details of simulations.
Based on the prediction model, we develop a crosslayer middleware system, IOPredictor, which can dynamically allocate the network resources to simulation and analytics on virtual clusters. IOPredictor is interposed between host OS and virtualization layer. Thus, it does not require any modification and recompiling for applications and programming frameworks, e.g., MPI. We quantify the performance degradation in the over-subscription mode for bursty asynchronous transmission, and implement an over-subscription aware mechanism to improve bursty transmission performance in a virtualized environment. We evaluate the proposed methods against a comprehensive set of experiments using realistic scientific simulations and analytics. The results show that our methods can improve network resource utilization and speed up BAT communication by up to 3x with negligible performance overhead.
BACKGROUND
In this section, we aim to understand the characteristics of in-situ executions and data movement in HPC applications, and the virtualization in physical cluster.
In-situ Executions in HPC. To mitigate I/O constraint impeding scientific applications and allow science to be done more efficiently, in-situ data processing is becoming a key enabler for petascale and exascale sciences [21] . In-situ execution is based on the idea of performing analyses as the simulation is running, storing only the results, which are usually several orders of magnitude smaller than the original, and thus mitigating the effects of limited disk bandwidth or capacity. It relies on a concurrent analysis framework in which simulation data is processed as it is computed, decoupling the analytics from block device I/O. Specifically, on a computing node data analytics is executed alongside simulation on the same core in a time-sharing fashion or on separate cores on the same node, and simulation and data analytics exchange data through IPC mechanisms, such as shared memory. Scientists have proposed various in-situ analytics, e.g., feature extraction [47] , [67] , visualization [21] , [28] , and data reduction [46] . Data Movement Seasonality. From a macro point of view, large scale scientific simulations exhibit regular communication patterns, as demonstrated in the APPrime work [41] , and these regular activities were shown to be a result of periodic MPI level communications to synchronize partitioned data across processors in each timestep. To further understand packet-level communication behaviors of simulations, we run three real-world production simulations, Gyrokinetic Toroidal Code (GTC) [68] , quantum turbulence code BEC [59] and fusion edge simulation XGC [5] , as well as two NASA Parallel Benchmark (NPB) instances, NPB-IS and NPB-LU [18] , on a virtual cluster. And we sample the number of transmitted bytes on the ingress vNIC on vSwitch. The virtual cluster contains 64 containers, each of which isolates a MPI process. These containers are mapped onto 32 physical nodes (2 CPU cores per node), with one container per core and one vSwitch per node. We collect the packet level statistics by checking the auto-incremental TX-byte counter on a vNIC every 50 ms, and the MPI level statistics via tracing library DUMPI [15] . As shown in Fig. 1 , both packet and MPI level traffic of GTC, BEC, XGC and NPB instances exhibit seasonally (i.e., periodic) bursty patterns. For example, the discernible bursts of GTC are about 160 samples (i.e., 8,000 ms) apart. After analyzing the GTC timings and looking into the code, we noticed that the interval between successive bursts matches the wall clock time of one GTC iteration, and that the communication burst corresponds to the redistribution of particles as a result of particle pushing at the end of each step.
Data Movement Susceptible to Interference. In general, data movement on HPC systems can be attributed to I/O requests to/from storage and MPI communications issued by applications. Due to the lack of QoS mechanisms on these systems, data movement over the HPC interconnect is extremely susceptible to interference [26] , [50] , [51] . This is the case for all Top500 [12] systems that we considered, e.g., Titan, Sequoia, Mira. Recently, vendors, such as Mellanox, have started to realize the significance of the issue and have done some initial work towards providing QoS on HPC systems. However, the QoS policies implemented are still quite rudimentary and coarse grained. Generally, these mechanisms allow applications to be classified into two broad traffic classes, latencysensitive and bandwidth-sensitive, but this is insufficient for many application scenarios. For instance, Fig. 2 illustrates the in-situ scientific data processing, where the execution of hybrid MPI/OpenMP is coupled with analytics running insitu. When the main thread executes code regions outside the OpenMP parallel regions, its communication operations can interfere with those issued by data analytics. In previous work (such as Goldrush [79] ), investigators have enabled analytics codes to run asynchronously by "stealing" available CPU resources, as long as there is sufficient free memory for buffering output data between successive simulation output actions. Although stealing CPU cycles from simulations to use for analytics can potentially lead to a higher utilization of CPU (Fig. 4) , the two may also compete for network resources, resulting in a longer execution time for both simulations and analytics. In such circumstance, current physical switches, e.g., Mellanox Switch-IB, can provide prioritybased QoS mechanisms for incoming application traffics. However, due to security and management policies, cluster users rarely have enough privileges to handle these physical layer QoS rules at shared remote switches for prioritizing the specific user-level applications.
Virtualization in Physical Cluster. Traditionally, virtualization technologies use an intermediate software layer (such as hypervisor) on top of an underlying software or hardware system to provide abstractions of multiple resources. are typical hypervisor-based virtualization products. Hypervisorbased virtualization, such as Xen [14] , VMware [13] and KVM [6] , runs on a host operating system and abstracts guest operating systems from the host operating system. In such a case, from the the guest VMs perspective, the operating system and applications running on the VM are completely isolated from other users. This enables that system administrator to execute multiple operating systems on a single host and assign those guest operating systems to different users to run their jobs. Nevertheless, despite its benefits, hypervisor-based virtualization technologies have not been fully accepted by HPC communities because of the overhead introduced by the hypervisor. Several studies have been conducted to evaluate the performance overhead of virtualization. In general, researches [37] , [62] , [71] have demonstrated that traditional hypervisor-based virtualization has a high performance overhead, specially in terms of memory and I/O (up to 40 percent). Compared to hypervisor-based virtualization, container-based virtualization (such as Docker [4] , OpenVZ [9] and Linux Containers (LXC) [7] ) implements a lightweight virtualization layer in Linux kernel, which promises a low performance overhead [62] , [71] (less than 2 percent in CPU and Memory). In this setting, container-based virtualization can be a viable option for HPC data intensive analytics and provide low-overhead performance isolation. The use of container-based virtualization can improve resource sharing and maintain multiple isolated userspace instances. For instance, Mesos [35] is a platform that uses LXC for sharing a cluster between multiple diverse cluster computing frameworks, such as Hadoop and MPI.
VIRTUAL CLUSTER FOR IN-SITU EXECUTION
Given the characteristics of data movement in HPC applications, we further explore the feasibility and necessity of employing virtual clusters and vSwitch to isolate and allocate resources to in-situ executions. We test the following cases: (1) running simulations on a physical cluster; (2) running simulations on a virtual cluster isolated by Linux containers [7] (LXC), which are connected by vSwitches; (3) running coupled simulations and communication-intensive analytics on a physical cluster; (4) running coupled simulations and analytics on two virtual clusters that share the same underlying physical cluster; and (5) running coupled simulations and analytics on two virtual clusters using Linux PRIO qdisc to prioritize simulation's I/O traffics.
In the physical cluster we tested, each node has the NUMA architecture with 4 sockets and 64 cores. We run the testcases on two cluster setups: 4-node and 8-node, with 48 MPI processes per node. Fig. 3 illustrates the high-level architecture of virtual clusters. The simulation virtual cluster (container 1 & 3) are pinned to cores on sockets #1À#3, and the analytics virutal cluster (container 2 & 4) are pinned to the first 15 cores on socket #4, therefore completely isolating the two over CPU cores and L3 cache. The remaining one core on socket #4 is reserved to run functionality modules, such as I/O prediction. Each container is configured with a vNIC which is further attached to a local vSwitch for connectivity. Fig. 4 shows the total run time of simulations in all five testcases. The hardware configuration of the physical node is as shown in Table 3 . The x-axis represents the run setup, and the y-axis denotes the wall clock time (including time spent on computation, communication and I/O) used by simulations. In summary, using vSwitch introduces very low overhead ( 3 percent) as compared to the method of moving data directly over the physical network for both GTC and BEC, co-running with or without MPI benchmark. With the analytics running in-situ i.e., GTC/BEC + MPI benchmark [11] (Table 5 ) on virtual clusters, the performance of simulations degrades significantly as compared to running GTC and BEC exclusively. It demonstrates that the network contentions are indeed critical to simulation performance. Work-conserving Scheduling. Initially, we thought that a generic work-conserving scheduler supposes to be a feasible straightforward solution. This is due to the fact that workconserving schedulers, such as WFQ and SFQ, can prioritize or proportionally allocate network bandwidth resources to competing applications [34] , [60] . However, the authors observed that these schedulers are quite ineffective on highend systems. The reason is that the working-conserving scheduling is based upon the assumption that each application should have backlogged requests in the scheduler at any time interval [34] , which may not be valid for high-end systems. On high end systems with high speed network interface, the network packets may not be backlogged at Linux kernel (network stack, vSwitch and vNIC), but rather transmitted directly to the network link devices, thus rendering work-conserving scheduling much less effective [38] . Consequently, the work-conserving scheduler will become ineffective due to not sufficient backlogged packets to schedule in the Linux network stack and virtual network devices. To verify this, we run two iPerf [66] benchmark instances transmitting data between two physical machines and use Linux PRIO qdisc to prioritize one iPerf instance. The configuration of virtual clusters is as in Fig. 3 . Here, iPerf is a network bandwidth benchmark for measuring the bandwidth between two connected machines. We note that Linux PRIO qdisc is a work-conserving scheduler that maintains high and low priority queues, and schedules the packets in the high priority queue first [38] . Once the high priority queue is empty, it then schedules the low queues. In Fig. 5 , our results show that this priority based work-conserving scheduling fails to achieve the prescribed priority for network I/O in high-speed networks, e.g., those with 20 GbE/s, 40 GbE/s and InfiniBand NICs, that are typical in HPC systems. Even in the 1 GbE network, the high priority instance is allocated 0.826 Gbits/s and the low one is 0.117 Gbits/s. In Fig. 4 , we illustrate the finish time of simulations (GTC and BEC), which is co-running with MPI benchmark and prioritized by Linux PRIO qdisc. The configuration of virtual clusters is as in Fig. 3 , and the physical network is 40 GbE. The result shows that the finish times of high-priority simulations are reduced by at most 4 percent, and are much longer than the testcase of running simulations exclusively on the physical cluster.
Our Prediction Based Dynamic Solution. In order to provision I/O bandwidth more effectively and efficiently, we aim to understand and predict the communication patterns of applications, and to allocate network resources based on those patterns. In the system implementation, we adopt Open vSwitch [8] , which can throttle the ingress rate of a vNIC. In particular, the rate limiting capability is implemented by the Linux Traffic Control (TC) module, which adopts Hierarchical Token Bucket (HTB) as the default scheduling algorithm. Fig. 3 shows the overall architecture of a virtual cluster. It has the following functional components that perform I/O prediction, dynamic bandwidth allocation and over-subscription control:
The IOPredictor samples the network traffic by checking the auto-incremental TX-byte counter on a vNIC, and builds a prediction model (Section 4). Based on the fitted model, the IOPredictor predicts the future communication phase and coordinates with TC to adjust ingress traffic rates. The Over-subscription aware MPI (Section 5) monitors the over-subscription status of a node on a virtual cluster. If the over-subscription status is changed, this component will adapt the mechanism of BAT so that the performance degradation can be minimized.
MODELING I/O TIME SERIES
With the traffic samples captured on vNICs, we want to further exploit the traffic pattern and make predictions of future traffic using statistical techniques. Here we investigate the auto-regressive moving average (ARMA) family of models, which is a well known approach to characterizing and forecasting complex temporal behaviors [61] . ARMA based models are driven by the idea that the current value of a time series, x t , can be predicted as a function of p past values, x t 1 ; x t 2 ; . . . ; x tp , and q Gaussian white noise series. While ARMA models are only applicable to stationary time series, the integrated ARMA (i.e., ARIMA) models can deal with non-stationary time series, such as those of network traffic, by further differencing the series. The basic idea is that by differencing the time series data at some order d, the mean of a time series can be stabilized by removing changes in a time series, therefore eliminating the trend. Seasonal ARIMA (i.e., SARIMA) is an extension of ARIMA for modeling non-stationary and seasonal time series.
For the GTC and BEC run, the initial sampling rate is set to 20 Hz and the window size is set to 500 samples. When the window size is reached, the seasonality of the collected samples is checked. IOPredictor uses discrete wavelet transform (DWT), which is a common technique to transform time domain to frequency domain to detect periodicity in the samples, with a relatively high DWT value indicating the dominant seasonality. If seasonality is confirmed, IOPredictor subsequently calculates the parameters of SARIMA using the samples collected, and predicts n seasons of future network traffic. If seasonality is not confirmed, there is a possibility that the window size is too small and samples within the window might not cover a complete season. In that case we reduce the sampling rate (e.g., from 20 Hz to 10 Hz) by half in order to extend the temporal coverage, without consuming more memory space. Finally, based upon the predicted seasonality, the IOPredictor adjusts the link rate of the associated vNIC by setting the ingress_ policing_rate and ingress_policing_burst parameters. We also periodically update the SARIMA parameters, in order to keep up with the traffic dynamics. To that end, the parameter calculation and traffic prediction procedures are performed every m-season intervals with newly arrived samples in the buffer. The m-season interval should cover at least two seasons of traffic samples and be no greater than the predicted n-season samples. In the case of GTC, we predict up to three seasons of future traffic samples, but perform parameter calculation every two seasons. Fig. 6 illustrates the major components of IOPredictor:
The Seasonality Estimator calculates differences between subsequent traffic samples to generate a more stable time series, and estimates seasonality via calculating DWT. The SARIMA Parameter Estimator infers parameters for the model via Akaike Information Criteria and maximum likelihood estimation. The SARIMA N-Forecaster creates N-period future network traffic samples based on the fitted SARIMA model, and uses these forecasts to guide bandwidth allocations on a vNIC.
Seasonality Estimator
The Seasonality Estimator first computes the differences between consecutive observations to generate a new stabilized time series. The original time series x t1 ; x t2 ; . . . ; x tn will be differenced into a new series y t 1 ¼ x t 2 À x t 1 ; y t 2 ¼ x t 3 À x t 2 ; . . . ; y t nÀ1 ¼ x t n À x t nÀ1 .
Based on the observation that many simulations perform computation and communication iteratively, and that the duration of each iteration can be fairly constant (Fig. 1) , we develop a heuristic to identify the span of a season in a time series via DWT. When DWT exceeds a predetermined confidence interval, it indicates there are likely substantial seasonalities within a time series. Admittedly, an alternative method, discrete fourier transform, can also be used for the same purpose. However, it is less effective in resolving discontinuous bursty time series, see Fig. 7a , which is due to the Gibbs phenomenon [31] . Fig. 7b shows the DWT of GTC samples. The highest spike at frequency l in the DWT plot indicates the series consists of seasons with span l. The highest spike exceeding the predefined confidence lines is at the frequency of 155. If all spikes are within the confidence lines, it suggests that this series does not have clear seasonality, or this series does not have enough samples to show seasonality. If the latter happens, we can adjust the sampling rate to cover a longer time span, e.g., increasing time span by 2X. The goal of this seasonality estimation technique is to automatically discover the latent iterative data movement patterns without probing the source code of simulations. If the seasonality is not confirmed by increasing time window during the entire running time of simulation, this means that the I/O behavior of simulation is not seasonal. As a result, IOPredictor can not be applied to this simulation.
SARIMA Parameter Estimator
Parameter Estimator is a key component to build a SARIMA model. It determines the parameters via Akaike Information Criteria (AIC), and performs maximum likelihood estimation to determine the coefficients in SARIMA [56] . After we determine the span of a season, the original series can be divided into two sub-series: a major sub-series including samples separated by seasons, and a minor sub-series including those samples located within a season. That means the SARIMA model can be further decomposed into two ARIMA models, arima major ðp; d; qÞ and arima minor ðP; D; QÞ. To determine the parameters of SARIMA, p; q; P; Q, we permute all possible AIC values of SARIMA, which is a widely used approach to quantify the goodness of a fit and parsimony, and select the best fit from them. In practice, p, q and P , Q, are generally set to 0, 1, or 2 [56] . The AIC results indicate that the best model is SARIMAð2; 0; 0Þ ð1;0;0Þ for GTC. We determine the regression coefficients using maximum likelihood estimation. In this case, the model is fitted as x t ¼ À0:1175x tÀ1 À 0:4212x tÀ2 À 0:6074x tÀ155 þ w t þ w tÀ155 .
N-Season Forecaster and Traffic Control
N-Forecaster predicts n seasons of I/O samples using the SARIMA model developed above. The predicted series is filtered to remove outliers and near zero values. Then the series is processed via log transformation in order to stabilize the variance [52] . The resulting data can then predict the future times when a simulation will perform communications and the amplitude (i.e., the # of transmitted bytes). Fig. 8 shows the original and the predicted time series of GTC. Fig. 9 shows the implementation of IOPredictor, which associates with Linux TC module and virtual network devices. IOPredictor collects the I/O traffic samples from the vNICs associated with the containers hosting simulation and analytics. The runtime statistic of vNIC can be read from the virtual file, "/proc/net/dev". After training the S-ARIMA model and predicting the future communication phase of simulation, IOPredictor can send control messages to Linux TC and adjust network bandwidths by setting ingress_policing_rate and ingress_policing_ burst properly. For example, we allocate a small amount of bandwidth (e.g., 1 percent of 1,280 MB/s) to the container containing analytics so that it consumes a minimal amount of bandwidth without being completely blocked, while allocating the majority of bandwidth to simulations during the communication phase. When the communication phase ends, the bandwidth will be re-allocated to analytics. If the interval between two adjacent predicted traffic is too short, e.g., shorter than twice the latency of updating a vSwitch (which is 180 ms in our case), there will be no further adjustment within this interval.
Overhead Analysis
The overhead of IOPredictor can be broken down into the following:
1) The overhead of the periodic sampling on vNICs.
We use a ring buffer to collect samples within a fixed length sliding window. Since the sampling rate is relatively low, the associated overhead is low and on average we observed 2.45 percent CPU usage for this activity in our runs.
2) The overhead of inferring SARIMA parameters and predicting communication phases. The time complexity of computing DWT is oðnÞ, that of inferring and fitting parameters is Oðn 2 Þ, where n is the size of training samples. The complexity of forecasting n future samples is OðnÞ. Once again, due to the low sampling rate, the associated overhead for these activities is fairly low.
3) The overhead as a result of mispredictions. In general, false positive and false negative errors are two metrics for evaluating the accuracy of a prediction model. In particular, a false positive error occurs if we detect a communication phase that does not actually exist, while a false negative error occurs is that we fail to detect a communication phase that exists. In the case of GTC, the percentage of false positive and false negative errors are 3.35 and 3.27 percent respectively, which means that in most circumstances, the predictions of GTC traffic are accurate. 4) The overhead as a result of small variations between the start/end time of a predicted phase and that of an actual phase. For GTC communication phase near the 1800th sample, we observed that it comes slightly earlier than the predicted time. Consequently simulation can compete with analytics on network resources until the predicted time. In the case of GTC, the percentage of predictions that can completely cover (exactly match, or the predicted time is earlier than the actual time) communication phases is 84.7 percent.
Justification of Methodology
In the domain of time series analysis, there are other general forecasting models than our adopted ARIMA, such as exponential smoothing state space model (ETS). In contrast to ARIMA, whose past observation values are weighted equally, ETS assigns exponentially decreasing weights as the observations get older. In other words, recent observations are given relatively more weight than the older observations. By IOPredictor, we aim to forecast the time span when the network I/O happens based on the seasonality characteristic of simulations, rather than accurately predict the intensity of the network traffic. We then compare ETS with ARIMA by predicting the network I/O sample traces of simulations (GTC and BEC) via R forecast package [3] . Two seasons of simulation samples are used to train the ARIMA and ETS models. We use the fitted models to predict three future seasons, and train them again so far so forth. Our results illustrate that the average root mean square errors of both ARIMA and ETS are less than 1.5, which implies that both models are effective enough to predict the periodic network I/O of simulations and are applicable in IOPredictor.
DATA MOVEMENT BOTTLENECK AS A RESULT OF VIRTUALIZATION
As illustrated in Fig. 1 , data movement in HPC simulations is characterized by a series of bursty asynchronous transmissions, in which communication operations are issued in a short time period asynchronously without waiting for the completion. One example of BAT is the nearest neighbor exchange (NNE) that's often performed to synchronize boundary values between neighboring MPI processors. Efficient BAT is important to the overall performance of communication intensive simulations, and it is becoming even more so as computation becomes cheaper compared to I/O. To that end, various MPI implementations have provided explicit programming support for BAT, e.g., MPI_ISend, MPI_IRecv and MPI_Sendrecv.
BAT Performance Bottleneck
To evaluate the performance of BAT in a virtualized environment, we set up a virtual cluster with 16 Linux containers and vSwitches. These containers are evenly deployed on 2 to 8 physical nodes (using 2 CPU cores per node) on Marmot cluster (Table 4) . We run the MPI benchmark [11] on the containers with one MPI process per container. In this benchmark, each process executes 8 Â 25 rounds of message exchanges between its two nearest neighbors (left, right). As shown in Fig. 10 , when the number of containers (3) exceeds the number of physical cores (2), the finish time increases by 5x for message size 1,600 KB, and 3x for message size 16 MB, respectively. To investigate the cause of this performance degradation, we traced the MPI function calls, such as MPI_Sendrecv, to the kernel level to measure where the time is spent. As shown in Table 1 , the percentage of CPU time used by the system call gettimeofday increases from 14.8 to 69.4 percent, when the number of containers increases from 2 to 3 (switching to over-subscription status). A similar trend is observed in epoll_wait. The epoll_wait performs blocking for a certain duration waiting for an event to occur (e.g., receiving a message from its neighbor), and the gettimeofday is used to check if the associated wait timer has expired. When the timer is set to 0, epoll_wait will return immediately, and the CPU will aggressively poll the message queue. As the number of containers increases, the # of sched_yield will increase by a constant number 6, as shown in Table 1 . The # of sched_yield makes the benchmark process in a container yield to other peers on a node, when its CPU time slice is up. We explain the root cause of this experiment in Section 5.2.
To further examine this bottleneck, we run GTC on a virtual cluster with 16 MPI processes for 20 iterations of the communication phase. The profiling results are shown in Table 2 . The virtual cluster consists of 16 containers, each of which hosts a GTC processor. In the three test cases, containers are evenly distributed on 2, 4, and 8 physical nodes (using 2 CPU cores per node) on the Marmot cluster. In each iteration, a processor exchanges 42 separate messages with its neighbors. The size of each message varies from 67,192 to 263,616 bytes.
Root Cause
The root cause of the slowdown in BAT (Fig. 10 ) is that the current MPI framework is not designed to run in a virtualized environment. If a physical node is under-subscribed (# of MPI processes less or equal to # of CPU cores), an MPI process will aggressively poll (epoll_wait) the receiving/ sending queue (the aggressive mode) to handle I/O requests. In this mode, CPU polls I/O devices for completion by a spin loop in a busy-waiting fashion. This mode can reduce the amount of CPU cycles needed for processing an I/O request through a shortened kernel path by avoiding interrupt handling. In contrast, if a physical node is oversubscribed (# of MPI processes more than # of CPU cores), MPI will select the modest mode, in which it frequently yields (sched_yield) to its peers, thereby allowing all processes to make modest progress. With virtualization, however, an MPI process is mapped to a virtual core and isolated by virtualization layer (containers in Fig. 10 ). The MPI framework is no longer aware of the over-subscription status of a physical node. As such, the aggressive mode is chosen to poll data from a vNIC, and this can cause severe performance degradation for BAT. For example, a receiver process may occupy a CPU core even though its message queue is empty, and at the same time a sender process is not allocated any CPU cycles to enqueue messages. They will be in blocking (epoll_wait) until the receiving process is preempted (sched_yield) due to CPU time slice up. Thus, sched_yield is an enabler to switch over-subscribed processes to access message queues for sending/receiving messages. In the experiment of Table 1 , each process in a container needs call 6 times of sched_yield to complete all message transmission.
Over-subscription Aware BAT
In this section, we explore ways that can resolve the BAT performance issue due to CPU over-subscription in virtual clusters. We implement a cross-layer software component, over-subscription aware MPI (osaMPI), within OpenMPI 1.8.3 and Linux container. This component keeps a containerto-core mapping table in Linux cgroups. Cgroups is a kernel mechanism adopted by LXC container to achieve resource allocation. If there are containers created or deleted on a physical core, or adjusted in terms of the number of cores used, osaMPI will update the mapping table. This is done by monitoring the configuration directories of Linux cgroups (/cgroup/cpuset and /cgroup/cpu) via inotify, which monitors files and directories, and triggers an event when these container configuration files are updated by a system administrator. If the container-to-core mapping indicates that a core is shared among multiple containers, those containers are marked as over-subscribed, and the MPI processes in those over-subscribed containers will switch to modest mode to receive and send data. In MPI framework, osaMPI determines the proper mode to perform communication based on the over-subscription status, e.g., aggressive mode for non-over-subscription status and modest mode for over-subscription status. We have implemented this component within OpenMPI for most of the collective operations, such as reduce, broadcast, gather and scatter.
EVALUATIONS
We have conducted performance evaluations on the clusters: Susitna and Marmot [10] . Their configurations are detailed in Tables 3 and 4 . Unless otherwise specified, the simulations and analytics run within separate Linux containers as shown in Fig. 3 , with each having its own vNIC and a unique IP address. In particular, the GRE tunnel protocol is used to enable a local vSwitch to connect to its remote peers. The simulation container on a node is mapped onto 48 cores on socket #1À#3, and the analytics container is mapped to the first 15 cores on socket #4. The remaining core on socket #4 is reserved to run IOPredictor and osaMPI.
Efficacy of SARIMA-based Prediction
In order to gauge the efficacy of SARIMA-based prediction, we run simulations alongside analytics on Susitna cluster, and evaluate a series of cases where there is potential I/O contention between a simulation and the associated analytics, and assess the SARIMA-based prediction. Here we run two large real-world production applications, GTC and BEC, both of which involve substantial MPI communications, and three different types of analytics, i.e., computation intensive, memory intensive, and communication intensive analytics, see Table 5 . In all these cases, results are normalized against the case in which simulations run in a physical environment (no vSwitch and containers configured) without the coupled analytics. This essentially represents the best case scenario for comparison. Below is the detailed description of all test cases:
Case 1 -simulation baseline: Simulations run without coupled analytics on a virtual cluster. This test evaluates the overhead incurred by virtualization.
Case 2 -simulation + analytics (MPI/PI/STREAM):
We run simulations alongside in-situ analytics. They run on separate virtual clusters. Case 3 -simulation + MPI via static traffic control (1:1): Simulations run alongside the MPI benchmark and we adjust traffic in a static manner. In this case, we allocate network bandwidth resource to simulation and analytics evenly. Case 4 -simulation + MPI via static traffic control (3:1): Compared to case 3, we assign 75 percent of bandwidth to simulations and 25 percent of bandwidth to analytics. Case 5 -simulation + MPI via fine-grained traffic control (reactive): As opposed to case 3 and 4, traffic is controlled dynamically in a fine-grained manner. In particular, we intercept the MPI communication calls from simulations, such as MPI_Allgather(), and prior to issuing the communications, we reactively reserve the shared network resource for simulations. Specifically this is done by setting two control parameters, ingress_policing_rate and ingress_policing_burst, on a vSwitch. Case 6 -simulation + MPI via IOPredictor: Compared to case 5, IOPredictor is used to forecast the communication phases of simulations. Figs. 11a and 11c show the wall clock time taken by the main calculation loop in GTC and BEC. With the interference introduced by communication intensive analytics (Case 2), the total time of GTC and BEC increase by 40 percent for GTC and by 55 percent for BEC. This demonstrates that interference on the network can significantly impact simulation performance. By reserving resources for simulations statically, case 3 and case 4 improve the simulation performance. Interestingly, using the fine-grain traffic control (Case 5), while using resources more efficiently, is unable to further improve the performance. We observe that this is due to the high control overhead involved in setting ingress_policin-g_rate and ingress_policing_burst (up to 90 ms) frequently. Furthermore, using IOPredictor achieves the best simulation performance under interference. The key idea is while we still dynamically reserve resources for simulations, we want to have a coarser grained control based on phases, instead of individual communication operations, to reduce the control overhead. Last but not least, the impact of CPU and memory intensive analytics (case 2) is low (3 percent) for GTC and BEC, with simulation and analytics being placed on separate cores. This implies that the major factor in interference is on the network instead of on the internal bus.
On the other hand, Figs. 11b and 11d show the average throughput of the MPI benchmark in the 5 test cases. Compared to the cases where bandwidth is statically allocated, IOPredictor can allocate more network bandwidth to analytics when simulations are outside communication phases, thus improving the throughput of analytics. It's worthwhile to note that the actual throughput improvement depends on the length of the communication phases: the longer a communication phase is, the less throughput improvement we can achieve for analytics. Case 2, where GTC/BEC and the MPI benchmark compete freely, represents an upper bound we can achieve in terms of analytics throughput. With IOPredictor, the throughput of analytics can reach 83 and 51.2 percent of Case 2 for GTC and BEC, respectively. Note that BEC has relatively longer communication phases, leading to a lower throughput.
To further illustrate the benefits of IOPredictor, we extended Case 6 to sample the number of transmitted bytes on one of the vNICs. The bandwidth of the MPI benchmark is initially throttled to 100 MB/s, and is dynamically adjusted at the start and the end of the communication phase. The results in Fig. 12 indicate that IOPredictor can best utilize network resources by allocating bandwidth to simulations when needed (i.e., during the communication phase). And during the computation phase, bandwidth will be shifted to the analytics to ensure fairness, thereby effectively avoiding the interference between the two.
For the purpose of evaluating the gains of IOPredictor over real applications, we couple simulations with a real in-situ analytics, particle sort, which is a preparatory data manipulation [78] . Practically, sorting the output data of simulations is critical to accelerate subsequent analysis operations, such as query, presentation and visualization. In our experiments, each process of GTC and BEC outputs Figs. 11b and 11d , the y-axis shows the average throughput of analytics in the four simulation-analytics coupled cases. Fig. 12 . The initial bandwidth assigned to MPI benchmark is 100 MB/s. After finishing training IOPredictor (after sample #140 of GTC and sample #200 of BEC), the bandwidth of MPI benchmark is throttled to a lower level (10 MB/s) for reducing the interference with simulations.
22 MB and 12 MB of particle data respectively in every time step, and these data are directed into particle sort. As shown in Fig. 13a , IOPredictor can largely reduce the interference between simulations and in-situ analytics. E.g., in Case 6, the performance degradation of GTC and BEC is reduced to as low as 12.1 percent. In Fig. 13b , a side benefit is that IOPredictor allocates most network bandwidth to analytics when simulations are outside communication phases, thus reducing the data shuffling time of particle sort. Compared to BEC + Sort, the shuffling time of GTC + Sort is reduced more from Case 4 to Case 6. This is due to that the communication phase of BEC is longer than that of GTC, and the reduction of shuffling time is inversely proportional to the length of simulations' communication phase. The longer a simulation's communication phase is, the less throughput improvement we can achieve for particle sort.
In the evaluation of IOPredictor, the virtual clusters equipped with vSwitches and vNICs are built on the highspeed ethernet network (40 Gbits/s). Recent studies show that it is now possible to accommodate virtual HPC clusters using high performance interconnect solutions, e.g., InfiniBand, and deliver the necessary performance [30] , [42] , [54] , [64] . The vSwitch architecture allows HPC InfiniBand subnets to support transparent virtualization and migration of InfiniBand addresses. Thus, our IOPredictor can be applied on the virtual HPC clusters, that are built on the HPC clusters and equipped with InfiniBand network. Without configuring virtual machines and network devices, IOPredictor can be applied under two scenarios on a bare-metal HPC cluster. First, for the purpose of collecting historical I/O data, network I/O operations should to be intercepted at MPI framework level as Omnisc'IO [27] . Second, the Linux TC is configured in HPC machines and can be called by IOPredictor to throttle the low priority HPC analytics.
Over-subscription Aware BAT
To evaluate the performance of osaMPI for BAT, we run the MPI benchmark within Linux containers on Marmot cluster configured with 16 nodes. Each benchmark instance exchanges messages asynchronously 25 Â 8 times.
The number of containers we tested ranges from 2 to 8, over-subscribed to two CPU cores of a node, The message size exchanged is set to either 1600 KB or 16 MB to assess both the small and the large data case. Fig. 14 shows the finish time of the benchmark with and without osaMPI. With the awareness of the over-subscribed status, we achieve 2x to 4x speed-up against conventional BAT. In addition, we profile epoll_wait and sched_yield calls, as shown in Table 6 . The sched_yield call makes the blocked processes yield to peers and helps accelerate BAT. With osaMPI, the number of sched_yield called increases more than 100 times and the number of epoll_wait drops by 20 times in an over-subscribed state. Fig. 15 clearly shows osaMPI can effectively reduce the finish time in the oversubscribed state.
Next, we run GTC on a virtual cluster comprised of 16 containers, with each container hosting a GTC process. These containers are evenly distributed to 2, 4, or 8 physical nodes. The profiling results, shown in Table 7 , are consistent with the MPI benchmark ( Table 6) . Fig. 16 further shows osaMPI can effectively reduce the finish time of BAT operations in the over-subscribed status. [47] , [67] , visualization [21] , [28] , and data reduction [46] . On the other hand, previous works [48] , [70] , [77] have improved the efficiency of running in-situ scientific analytics at the framework level. Additionally, a set of other co-running platforms at the system level is designed and implemented to enable analytics running more efficiently, such as PreDatA [78] , Bredala [29] , BurstFS [69] and DataSpaces [25] , and more energy economically [33] . Our work differs in the sense that we couple simulations and analytics in a virtualized environment. Mitigating Interference on HPC Platforms. The interference between coupled applications has been a serious performance issue on HPC platforms for a variety of reasons [76] . Goldrush [79] harvests idle resources, such as CPU cores and memory to efficiently run in-situ data analytics. It uses a fine-grained scheduling to steal idle resources in ways that minimize interference between simulation and in-situ analytics. CAER [53] , ReQoS [63] , CALCioM [26] , I/O re-routing [50] , and shared burst buffer [65] , implement contention-aware schedulers (or coordinators), which enable worker processes to periodically detect contention on shared I/O infrastructures, and dynamically mitigate the interference. Researchers have also investigated reducing the interference issue via I/O auto-tuning [19] , [20] and prediction techniques [16] . Omnisc'IO [27] builds a grammar-based model for predicting block I/O behaviors of HPC applications and applies this model at MPI framework layer. Our research differs in the methodology and systematic approach that are used to reducing interference between competing applications.
Enhancing Virtual Networks and Resource Provisioning on Virtual Clusters. Researchers have studied the performance of inter-VMs communications at various levels. Hyper-switch [57] combines the existing I/O virtualization architectures, such as Xen and KVM, by hosting device drivers in a driver domain to isolate faults, and placing a packet switch in the hypervisor for efficiency. NetVM [39] , virtual TCP offload [23] , VNET/P [72] , [73] and VNET/P+ [24] are high-speed network packet processing systems for supporting inter-VM communications in virtual networks. For bandwidth scheduling on cloud platforms, PROTEUS [74] optimizes I/O resources under interfering workloads via network I/O profiling. KRAKEN [32] and TRINITY [36] provide dynamic bandwidth guarantee based on users' bandwidth requests. Nevertheless these approaches do not discover or model the realistic communication patterns, and proactively avoid the mutual interference. In the area of virtual resource provisioning, ACIC [49] automatically searches for optimal storage system configurations for applications running in the cloud, using machine learning to perform performance/cost predictions. Niu [55] proposed a Semi-Elastic Cluster (SEC) computing model to reserve and dynamically resize a cloudbased virtual cluster based on job history. Lange [17] , [44] proposed a dual stack and dynamic adaptive core mapping to improve resource provisioning for HPC and commercial applications. However, these studies did not address the data movement issues of coupled applications in a virtual environment where over-subscription may occur.
CONCLUSION
Data movement between simulation and data analytics has become a severe performance bottleneck in HPC I/O subsystems. Coupling analysis and simulations on the same high-end compute node is widely deployed to reduce this bottleneck. Unfortunately, coupling analytics and simulations inevitably introduces non-negligible interference on the shared network stack in both physical and virtualized clusters. In this research, we predict simulation communication phases, and use virtual switches to mitigate the network interference in a virtualized environment. Our comprehensive evaluation shows that having virtual network devices 
